
P.O. Drawer QQ

Santa Barbara, California 93102

8 April 1968

Mr. Walt W. 1%ostow

Special Assistant to the President
The White House

Washington, D.C.

Dear Walt:

US Trust Territory in the Pacific

Despite other business, could you or an assistant give a few

hours to the increasing problems of the US Trust Territory?

Briefly, the USG is under criticism for the way it has not

discharged its responsibilities as a mandatory power. UN delegates

have demanded a plebiscite that could end the mandate. In the view

of several informed persons a vote today would be for independence

that would permit development by Japan - and time is not on our side

as things are going. The Japanese are remembered favorably by

many and are "talking" large capital investments. The time may
come when we shall not have such free use of bases in the Philippines,

1%yukyus, etc., and may need the Trust Territory for strategic purposes.

There are several actions that the US could take that would be

relatively costless. Among the most important of these would be an

amendment to the Tariff Act that would include the Trust Territory with-

in the US Customs Area and facilitate its export to the US of copra and

canned fish. However, without efforts by the Executive Office, this

............w_ _uL pass against *_^ oppo .......of fishing ir_erests _ the

West Coast.

Here an economic study of the relatively large beneficial effects of

such an amendment to Micronesians, and of the small impact on West

Coast fisheries, might provide leverage.

There are other measures, requiring actions by different govern-

ment agencies, but it really takes someone in the Executive Office to

"orchestrate" that sort of performance. A trivial example is not making

tourists obtain permits from the U.S. Navy at Guam. A more costly one

would be to station several USCG cutters in the area to preclude illegal

foreign fishing, assist sea navigation, provide emergency transport and

cornnlunications, etc.
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Another difficulty is that UN delegates are pressing for greater
self determination and presumably independence. Many officials in
DoD hope or assume that the Territory will never fall under the
influence of another power (Japan). But the Micronesians themselves
have no cultural or ethnic affinity to the US.

Attached is a somewhat longer statement of what I understand
the situation to be.

Congresswoman Patsy Mink from Hawaii has a keen interest in
the Trust Territory and in the implementation of some of these

suggestions. She has recently prepared an organic act for greater
self government, protection of rights, etc. (HK16183). All in all she
is a useful source of information and ideas.

There does seem to be an important US interest at stake that
tends to be neglected because different federal agencies are involved.

With best wishes,

Stephen Enke, Manager

Economic Development Programs
SE/hh

P.S. Thanks for your note and kind words on my population/development

paper, recently presented to a group at AID.
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' .......... US TRUST TERRITORY PROBLEM ..........

US National Interest

The USG presumably would not wish to have the US Trust
Territory (TT) in the mid-Pacific slide under Japanese influence
through a grant of political "independence". These 3, 000, 000

square miles of sea, scattered with Z, 000 atolls and lying between
the Philippines and Hawaii, could be of strategic importance under
certain military circumstances. A few are important as test sites
for atomic weapon systems (ABM) and the DoD has a substantial

investment at Kwajalein, etc.

The UN Committee of Z4 for the Elimination of Colonialism

has pressed for a plebiscite that would permit the Micronesians in
the TT to express their preferences. The choices voted upon would
probably be (1) continuation of the mandate administered by the US,

(2) establishment of a permanent US Territory (with almost no

prospect of later incorporation into the US), and (3) "independence"
under increasing Japanese commercial and political domination.

Many qualified observers feel that a plebiscite in the near
future would be for "independence" eventual de fact___.o_oJapanese control.
The economy of the area was more fully developed under the Japanese
than it is today under the US. Ha]f the population was alive during the
Japanese mandate and many remember that period with nostalgia.
While the Micronesians have little cultural or ethnic "closeness" to

the Japanese they have none to most Americans.

The USG has some difficult choices. It can simply disregard
the UN now and risk having to ignore later UN notes to terminate the
mandate. Or it can attempt to "win over" the local population during

the 5 years or so that it can postpone a plebiscite.

It is not clear under what circumstances time is on the US side.

Japanese interests are "talking" comparatively large investments to
develop the major inhabited atolls. Meanwhile the US tariff effectively
excludes copra and fish products processed in the Territory and there
is little evidence of USG interest in the welfare and development of the

native population.
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Poor Development Record

US performance under the mandate, as regards political and

economic development of the TT, is generally considered unimpressive.

In 1965 the Secretary of Interior established a Congress of

Micronesia with limited responsibilities.

The present High Commissioner, William R. Norwood, has

publicized many of the TT's problems and secured Congressional

authorizations (but not appropriations) for budget increases from
$17.5 million to $25 million in 1967 and $35 million in FY 1968 and

1969. Some of the increased appropriations obtained have been to

repair typhoon damage in Palau. The increased authorizations are

supposedly for improved schooling, health, and general infrastructure.

Copra continues to be the main cash output. The annual export

value is about $Z. 5 million and might be increased considerably under

better management. There is no processing of copra in the TT. It

now moves mostly to Japan. It does not move for processing to Hawaii

for instance, partly because of the US tariff of 14% ad valorem and
I. 7 cents a lb.

The local population limits itself almost entirely to subsistence

in-shore reef fishing. Van Camp has an operation in Palau, where

deep water landed fish are frozen "in the round" and sent to American

Samoa, or other locations within the US Customs area for canning.

These Van Camp fishing boats are manned by Okinawan's mostly as the

Micronesians will not accept such work at competitive wages.

Under the US mandate the local population that has left the tradi-

tional subsistence economy has predom_naDtly earned its living by

working for the USG or its contractors. Wage rates have been compara-

tively high-especially for test site work - both as regards productivity

and rates available outside the TT. Many available workers have been

"ruined". Real economic development based on exports, financed by

private capital, may require a USG policy of wage restraint and job
discipline.

Po ssibilities

Most observers feel that a majority of the 90, 000 Micronesians

who inhabit about 100 of the 2-000 atolls, wish to be part of a modern

rather than a subsistence economy. They wish increasingly to consume
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a variety of imported goods. Somehow, apart from working for the

USG and its contractors, they must develop a means of earning more

money from the outside world.

The most obvious possibilities are copra, fishing, and tourism.

Handicraft sales will never be significant. Significant mineral

exploitation appear s improbable.

At present copra is not a well organized industry. Yields are

reduced by pests and insects, nut collection is not always efficient,

and transportation amongthe numerous atolls is sometimes unneces-

sarily expensive. The copra is not processed in the TT. Detailed

studies may be needed of what would be the most feasible and economi-

cal collection and processing system and where such activities should

be located (under the assumption that the Territory became part of the

US Customs area.)

Local deep water fisheries might be expanded, creating jobs on

land and at sea, using modern techniques. But here again a necessary

stimulus may be inclusion of the TT within US tariff boundaries. How

competitive TT fisheries might then become, and where canneries

might best be located, deserves close study.

Tourism will be limited to where commercial jets can land.

Because of distance and expense, the numbers of such tourists may

grow slowly. In May 1968 the CAB authorized Continental Air Lines

and Air Micronesia to fly Boeing 7Z7's between Honolulu and Okinawa

with way-stops on condition they would establish hotels manned largely

by Micronesians at such locations.

The present per capita income is estimated at around $400 a

year. Of this about 30% is from subsistence activities. Of all market-

earned income about 67% is now obtained directly or indirectly from

the USG. Private enterprise development must hence compete against

government jobs and wages. A serious handicap is the impossibility

of capturing economies of scale with such a small and scattered

population. In addition there is the usual shortages of skilled labor,

private capital, and management ability.

There have been several "development" studies of the TT. In

1967 Robert I_. Natan Associated completed an "iEconomic Development

Plan for Micronesia". In 1968 Commissioner Norwood hired a

partnership of nine Honolulu architect, engineering, and planning firms

to develop a master plan for orderly growth.
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Necessar 7 Washington Actions

The most important need in Washington is to have someone
in the Executive Office of the President to work with responsible
Congressional Committees and federal agencies in order to prevent
continued neglect that within a few years may seriously embarrass
the USG.

Urgent consideration should be given to several actions,
including:

1) Inclusion of the TT in the US Customs Area, so that copra and

fish products can be sold to the US directly.

Z) Enactment of an Organic Act for the Trust Territory, establishing

.a Bill of Rights, a Governor, and a Congress of lViicronesia (vide
I-IR 16183).

3) Establishment of US Coast Guard stations, cutters, and aircraft
in the TT, the better to (a) provide emergency transport, (b)

improve navigational aids, (c) exclude foreign poachers, (d) preserve
the fisheries by preventing dynamiting, etc., (e) patrolling territorial
waters and "checking" on inhabited atolls, and (f) "showing the flag".

4) Appropriation by Congress of sums previously authorized for
administration and support of the TT.

5) Transfer of Ebeye Island to the Department of the Army, because
today at Ebeye 4, 500 Micronesians who work on neighboring Kwajalein J

are living in complete squalor on 64 acres, and the TT Administration
cannot function there as effectively as the Army (which is responsible
for this sit_3_ationo )

6) Elimination of requirement that goods destined for the Marshall
Islands be routed through Guam when direct supply from Hawaii would
be more economical.

7) Elimination of the requirement that tourists to the TT must obtain

entry permits from the US Navy at Guam.

o
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